
Agk any thoughtful man: 

WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SAVED? 
1. He must first realize he is lost. 
?. The story of the personal workers: 

l.Do Christian«live here? 
2. No they live down the street. 
3. But we are outf working for 

Christ and what we want to know 
is are you lost? 

4. Came back the answere, "No we 
are not lost we have lived here 
for fifteen years." 

WHEN IS A MAN LOST? 
1. Author Holt said, "A man is lost 

when he cannot 
define his present or plan his 
future." 

DISCOVERING THAT HE IS LOST MAN OFTEN 
WILL REACT IN DIFFERENT WAYS. 
1. "I think we are lost," produced an 

Adolph Hitler and his followers. 
2. Some one said that, "Willie, INTTHE 

DEATH OF A SALESMAN, and Blanche 
in STREET CAR NAMED DESIRE are 
good examples of lost souls on the 
stages of the world. 

A GROUP OF SCIENTISTS SOME YEARS AGO: 
1. Though proud of the achievements of 

science their un<in4mous answer was: 
1. Science alone will wreck the 

world. 
2. Religion through faith in God 

must show the way or we are lost 

A FEELING OF LOSTNESS CAN OVERTAKE 
MANY GREAT RELATIONSHIPS: 
1. Lost-ness can overtake and ruin a 

partnership in business.(I)Citizen-
ship in a country or, (3) Membershi 
in the church. 

BUT THE QUESTION IS HOW ARE MEN LOST? 

I would like to suggest some ways 
in which men are lost: 



1. Men are some times lost: 
1. In the- fog of fear, anxietj 

and worry. 
2. They grope fanatically and even 

desperately, for a sure way to 
a level of clear vision. 

2. Men are sometimes lost : 
1. In the jungles of passion, hatred, 

and vengeance. 
2. They seem wholly unable to see mer 

fairly or to cope with the events 
of the day. 
1. Under these conditions they 

often react in spasms of animal 
fury. 

3. Men are some times lost: 
1. Because they have not lear/j*ad how 

to manage themselves in what they 
&U. iZ/>~def eat and discouragement and 

thereby find themselves in full 
retreat from the inevitable en-
counters of life. 

4. finally men are lost because: 
1. Herr—are—to«t--b»ee«*e they have 

lot touch with God, with man and 
with themselves. 
1. They are not able in this con-

dition to define their present 
or plan their future. 


